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Complete the sentences choosing between the present and past participles

given.

Tania said she !nds the rules of sign language very

(confusing/confused)

1)

The children didn’t look

chess match on TV. (boring/bored)

2) as they watched the intense

Lily was not

(tiring/tired)

3) despite working for hours in the kitchen.

Her family is really

ceremony. (thrilling/thrilled)

4) about attending her graduation

It is

(surprising/surprised)

5) to see so many cars outside Andrew’s home.

There is a new circus in town. Are you

tonight? (interesting/interested)

6) in going there

The readers were

important characters in his novel. (stunning/stunned)

7) by the death of one of the most

Great food and

contributed toward the café’s success. (satisfying/satis!ed)

8) customers were two major factors that

Participles

.
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Complete the sentences choosing between the present and past participles

given.

Tania said she !nds the rules of sign language very

(confusing/confused)

1) confusing

The children didn’t look

chess match on TV. (boring/bored)

2) as they watched the intensebored

Lily was not

(tiring/tired)

3) despite working for hours in the kitchen.tired

Her family is really

ceremony. (thrilling/thrilled)

4) about attending her graduationthrilled

It is

(surprising/surprised)

5) to see so many cars outside Andrew’s home.surprising

There is a new circus in town. Are you

tonight? (interesting/interested)

6) in going thereinterested

The readers were

important characters in his novel. (stunning/stunned)

7) by the death of one of the moststunned

Great food and

contributed toward the café’s success. (satisfying/satis!ed)

8) customers were two major factors thatsatis!ed

Participles

.
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